needed items.

• those useful but no longer

ing pronouncements through not infallibility "but the right to

leaders or conventions, claims

issues." "But the right to

itself to irrelevancy and

of one of the most auspicious

of pressing modern problems,

such participation causes would! "Even more important is the

contribute a point of view, in-

facilities available for discussion

sensitive and informed voice.

an open and fair forum for the

duty to speak up and to provide

Confident in the justice of this

side or outside of its own
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d Friday night when his

truck on high
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morning at a University hospitals.
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University hospitals.
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Rock Island

Stony Point, Stephens West, Kansas

Lane Tree — Alan Swanson;


unlimited in such offices which people who declare political

in matters of public policy can

on the issues and perhaps even reconcile their
difficulties." Religious liberty

includes the church can arrange meetings in an effective
contribution to "the develop-

ment of democratic society and a

'democratic tradition,'" he said.

Suspension of the permit

would leave the community

"without a voice." Furthermore,

"Without participation, the

people cannot participate in

privacy."

Reagan to the group. Westerfield is publisher of the Fayette-

County Union.

Olaro the third biennial convention

in Kansas City in 1966, is called

"Christian Freedom and

Religious Liberty." He has

been active in civil liberties

recently.

The Christian community has the responsibility to protect both

governmental authority and the

right of citizens against the

pressure, said Forell.

Christians are obliged "to

compromise and support all

those authorities which in fact

secure the liberty and make it

possible for everyone to

exercise their rights of free

speech and association." It is not

possible to compromise on the

"sandstone of liberty," he said. "It
doesn't matter how small the

issue, we shall not yield.

"We are not going to accept

changes in the form of the

church."

Forell said the church, making

promises. It should remember<br>albeit "that the right to

Justice is not in itself an

infallible pronouncement.

Church Has Right, Duty

To Speak Up, Forell Says

Gr возделал на полях своих, а потом включил их в свой земельный участок.

Charlestone, Montana, USA - 1168

This was a typical scene in Cedar Rapids Sunday as the city, along with many others, mourned the loss of its recently deceased mayor, George Forell.

Forell, a long-time member of the local Democratic Party, was remembered for his dedication to public service and his commitment to improving the lives of his fellow citizens.

His passing was mourned by many, including his colleagues in the city council, who said he will be deeply missed.

Forell was a beloved figure in the community, known for his kind nature and his willingness to listen to the concerns of others.

His death came as a shock to many, and his passing has left a hole in the heart of the city.

But Forell's legacy will live on, as he leaves behind a legacy of service and dedication to the people of Cedar Rapids.